
 

 

Business Studies 

Class XI 

Time:-3 Hrs  M.M-90 

GENERAL INSTRUTIONS:- 

1. Answer to questions carrying 1 mark may be from one word to one sentence. 

2. Answer to questions carrying 3 mark may be from 50 to 75 words. 

3. Answer to questions carrying 4-5 mark may be about 150 words. 

4. Answer to questions carrying 6 mark may be about 200 words. 

5. Attempt all the parts of a questions together. 

 

Q1. Give any one feature of global enterprises.   1MARKS 

Q2. ___________sector entrerprises occupy the major place in the industrial economy of india.[fill] 

1MARKS 

Q3. What are the types of services?[name them] 1MARKS 

Q4. What are mail services?  1MARKS 

Q5. Give any one quality of a promoters? 1MARKS 

Q6. Give any one feature of debenture. 1MARKS 

Q7. Name any three all india public financial institutions. 1MARKS 

Q8. What is small business? [meaning] 1MARKS 

Q9. What is direct marketing? 1MARKS 

Q10. What is a vending machine? 1MARKS 

Q11. “why is profit not the sole objective”. Explain objections against profit maximisation.   3MARKS 

Q12. Give any three differences of each partnership,properitorship and JHF Business. 3MARKS 

Q13. What are the objectives of public enterprises? [any three] 3MARKS 

Q14. Why was IMF set up? Explain its functions [any two] 3MARKS 

Q15. Distinguish between GATT and WTO. 3MARKS 

Q16. Give all types of cooperative socities. Explain any four of them. 4MARKS 

Q17. While choosing the source of funds which types of factors needed to be considered. 4MARKS 

Q18. State the objectives and functions of ICICI. 4MARKS 

Q19. Explain the role of chambers of commerce and industry in promotion of trade. 4MARKS 

Q20. Distinguish between [any two] 4MARKS 



 

 

[a] wholesaler and retailer  [b] super bazar and consumers’ cooperative store 

[c] depatmental store and super bazar [d] departmental store and chain store 

Q21. What are the different methods of handling business risks? 5MARKS 

Q22. What should be kept in mind before doing choice of a form of business organisation. 5MARKS 

Q23. What is statutory corporations? Also,explain features of it. 5MARKS 

Q24. What are the different elements of life insurance contract?[any six] 6MARKS 

    Or 

What are the different functions of warehouses[any six] 

Q25. What are the threats of E-business transaction?[any six] 6MARKS 

    Or 

What is E-business? Explain its nature and types. 

Q26. What are the responsibilities towards different interest groups? Explain all of them6MARKS 

    Or 

What is business ethics? Expain its elements. 

Q27. Explain the contents of the memorandum of a company6MARKS 

    Or 

Distinguish between MOA and AOA. 

Q28. What measures have been taken by the govenment of india to protect and promete small 

business in the country? 6MARKS 

    Or 

Explain assistance provided by the government of india to industries in rural, backward and hilly 

areas. 
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